Staff, volunteers, artists and teachers...

...continuing to make a difference for our Providence neighborhoods

Annual Report
2010 — 2011
Dear Friends,

Thank you and Well Done! Together, we have reached another year filled with milestones and victories in the midst of a momentous national economic crisis! Our 2010-2011 program year was filled with great challenges, which may have spelled disaster for many organizations, but your dedication and support have enabled the Providence Community Library to emerge by completing Phase I (stabilization of the library system and establishing the PCL infrastructure) and move directly into Phase II (program/partnership expansion and branding). Your fortitude was invaluable and denotes the very spirit on which the PCL was founded.

The Wall Street Journal predicted that 5000 not-for-profit organizations would close in 2010 due to the national economic crises and indeed, many were lost. Newly established organizations were particularly at risk, and many venerable corporations were devastated, as well as several cities and states. We do not live in a vacuum as we helped thousands of patrons with our services. Your strength, ingenuity and trust have enabled us to weather a great storm, and position us to move forward and continue our vision to create an unparalleled library system for the citizens of Providence and Rhode Island.

An African proverb says, “Smooth seas do not make skillful sailors.” In our first year, PCL established mechanisms that displayed our talents, dedication and determination by posting accomplishments that would make fortune 500 companies envious. Our second year presented abnormal challenges that have destroyed other organizations and companies. The transition of our new executive director, the threat of building lease losses, and looming potential budget cuts were significant challenges, but were all met and overcome by a host of heroes: our talented staff, our dedicated Officers and Board of Directors, our tireless Friends Groups, our concerned Mayor and City Council, our State Legislators, and our many partners and supporters.

I am overwhelmed with pride to be part of our team of talented, determined and courageous sailors. Frank Clark said, “If you can find a path with no obstacles, it probably doesn't lead anywhere.” We have overcome tremendous obstacles together and continue to defy the odds as we open our 3rd year. Providence Community Library offers an unprecedented return on investment for the City, State, citizens and our children. New dynamic partnerships have developed with other agencies to enhance education, economic development, literacy, and health in our community. I look forward to an exciting year of growth and success and ask for your continued support as we walk this path toward our mutual vision.

Best regards,

MARCUS MITCHELL
President, Board of Directors
The idea still exists that libraries are nothing more than repositories for books; quiet places where everyone reads all day and you'll be shushed if you speak above a whisper. Nothing could be further from the truth! Our nine community libraries are active, vibrant community hubs where people come together to listen to concerts, view an exhibit, learn about technology, and yes, we still have books!

PCL's first year was about keeping the buildings open and our resources available to the public. We worked on building and developing relationships both inside and outside of the organization to strengthen ourselves as a team and make ourselves invaluable to our communities. And while that is ongoing, this past year we focused on building our programming. We have developed programs that entertain and educate by listening to what our patrons want. These are just a few of the things we are doing for our neighborhoods:

**Bienvenidos Latinos** — Latino Program Coordinator Carolina Briones has pulled together a dedicated group of thirty volunteers who are generously donating their time and expertise to offer programs to the Spanish-speaking community including computer classes, book clubs, author signings, movie nights and, a new addition, a GED class in Spanish (which already has a huge waiting list)!

**Work with the PPSD** — Children's Librarians Gail Stokes, Judanne Hamidzada and Maria Cotto helped to create a reading list for grades K-5 that the Providence Public School Department adopted for all elementary schools in the city! This begins an amazing collaboration with PPSD that will expand into the school year when we will be working closely with the PPSD consultant — charged with implementing the new city-wide literacy program — to tie PCL after-school and summer reading programs to the school curriculum. Thanks to our Program Coordinator, Michelle Novello, for making this possible for us!

**New Your City!** — This amazing, participatory building project held at Fox Point Library brought together all ages to create a cardboard city that showed the creativity and ingenuity of the entire neighborhood. Parents were pulled in to see these creations and joined in the fun. This delightful project was directed by our superb team at Fox Point: Ann Schattle, Sandy Oliviera, and Julie Sabourin.

**Grand Review 2011** — Wanskuck Library Manager Cheryl Hunt was instrumental in developing and coordinating programs to educate children about the Civil War (in collaboration with Rob Goldman of Living History). Marcus Mitchell (reenacting Octavius V.Catto) and Patricia Raub (portraying Women on the Home Front) donated their expertise to perform at all of our libraries for the neighborhood children.

**Broadband RI Digital Literacy Program** — an initiative of the RIEDC—has invited PCL to serve as an anchor institution in a pilot project for expanding digital literacy and broadband access. Federal stimulus money has been dedicated to this four year program that will address public awareness and education about broadband and develop plans to increase adoption rate and usage in all aspects of our lives.

Credit for all of this amazing work is widely shared. PCL is fortunate to be supported by Board members who volunteer their time and expertise to make us a strong library system. The Mayor and City Council have demonstrated not only financial support, but a commitment to our mission that has helped us as we evolve as a new organization. Thank you also to our generous donors who have helped ensure that we can continue to provide programs, services and resources to keep our libraries essential in our neighborhoods. And, most importantly, our amazing staff! Their ongoing dedication to provide excellent customer service, valuable programs and materials that meet the needs of the communities we serve has been instrumental in our growth.
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PCL launched an outdoor concert series at Knight Memorial which was co-sponsored by the Friends of Knight Memorial. Patron and member of the Friends group, Doug Victor, wrote: “In my 27 years of living off of Elmwood Avenue, I can only count on one hand the times when something of a similar positive community-building event has happened in this area... We may have delivered music to the community but I say that we have succeeded at doing something whose ramifications have a greater potential than words on a page or notes delivered through the air. This potential is the real prize that I seek for Elmwood Avenue of which Knight Memorial Library may play a very important part.”

Pictured to the right: Voces de los Andes, a family ensemble of traditional Bolivian and Andean music.
The Year of Programming

As Executive Director Laura Marlane noted in her letter earlier in this Annual Report, this year PCL focused on building our programming. Of course, that programming has always had a strong foundation in the wonderful activities that the staff in each of the nine libraries presented in those pre-PCL days and continues to present today: Story Times, Poetry Circles, Teen Movie Nights, Chess Clubs, Book Clubs, Cradle to Crayons, Arts and Crafts, Read and Rap, Knitting Circle, Summer Reading Program, Homework Help and tutoring, Magic the Gathering, Spanish Tea, The Artists Loop, and so much more!

But this year we were intent on creating a number of fun and interesting multi-week after-school classes that could be offered at multiple libraries. We began in October with the wildly successful Comics Consortium, where kids learned how to create characters and stories and how to tell those stories graphically (thanks to the RI State Council on the Arts for providing the funding for the first series of classes). Comics Consortium was so popular we are offering it on an ongoing basis. Then we resurrected the old Whiz Kids program, now known as Cyber Kids, which we couldn’t have done without a grant from the RI Office of Library and Information Services, using federal Library Services and Technology Act funds. The Cyber Kids learn varying curricula from computer basics to video editing. This too has become such a popular class at so many neighborhood libraries that it has been offered again and again.

While there isn’t room to go into detail, we have to at least mention the Origami classes (surreptitiously teaching botany, Japanese culture, and geometry), joke writing workshops, teen poetry workshops, story-telling workshops, interactive science exhibits (collaborating with the RI Museum of Science and Art), speed dating(!), blood drives, author readings, medical seminars and outdoor concerts. The programs described above were in English. PCL also presents a substantial amount of programming in Spanish, including literacy and GED classes, monthly Latino film festival, bilingual poetry workshops for teens, computer literacy classes, Latino author signings, the annual Dia de los Ninos bilingual bookmaking contest and even a Photoshop class, all in Spanish at PCL!

GTECH After-School Advantage Labs

Providing free access to computers and high-speed internet connectivity is one of the more important public services that a 21st century library provides. In our first year of operating Providence’s neighborhood libraries, we and our patrons benefited greatly from GTECH’s generosity. That year, GTECH provided After-School Advantage computer labs to three PCL libraries. That generosity continued this past year with GTECH’s donation of computer labs to the children of Olneyville and Smith Hill Libraries, allowing us to expand our Cyber Kids program to many more youth. Thank you GTECH!

Laughing in the Library

PCL held its second annual gala fundraiser in March once more in the beautiful, historic Knight Memorial Library. The guests were entertained by the comedic and musical performances of Tim Crowe, Phyllis Kay, Brian Jones and other characters both real and literary in a production created and directed by Barry Press and Bob Colonna. Thanks are also due to the many marvelous artists who donated their works to the evening’s auction. And, of course, the event could not have been a success without the generosity of the evening’s sponsors – GTECH, Lifespan, and the Regency Plaza Apartments.
“Providence Community Library is an important asset in our community. Meeting Street is pleased to partner with PCL as part of our work with very young children and their families around pre-reading and language skills, and excited to have the opportunity to do this work in the neighborhoods where our families live.”

— JOHN M. KELLY, President & CEO, Meeting Street

Washington Park’s chess club members are mostly kids and young adults, and our chess coach is a young adult who pretty much grew up in our library. We had a visit from Jeff Knight, who lives in RI and has developed and marketed a variation on chess called Plunder Chess. The Plunder Chess slogan is “Taking your game where no brain has gone,” and it takes concentration to understand how this variation changes the game of chess. Jeff patiently taught 21 kids how it works, and somehow, in the midst of it all, we had pizza—pizza alone causes near riot conditions in the library! The kids had a great learning experience. Washington Park is very lucky to have truly excellent volunteers and community partners.

— LANHAM BUNDY Library Manager, Washington Park Library
Smith Hill offered a puppet program during the summer where participants made different kinds of puppets each week. At the end, Sparky of Sparky’s Puppets performed a puppet show. Sparky was the final event before Smith Hill held their own puppet show. A whole group of young patrons participated. They were so excited and inspired that they took a box home and spent the next two weeks perfecting their puppet theatre box. On the day of the show they all took turns using their puppet box to put on shows.

I love seeing our youth take ownership of the library’s programs! We all viewed the program as a breakthrough.

— JENNIFER ROMANS Children’s Specialist, Smith Hill Library

Pictured above: Smith Hill patron with puppet box.

Bienvenidos Latinos!

Bienvenidos Latinos! formed in March 2011 in response to a growing need in the community for Latino-specific programs. This group of over 25 active PCL volunteers helps to organize activities, programs and events for the Spanish-speaking community throughout the nine PCL libraries. Under the motto, together we will achieve a better community, and guided by Latino Program Coordinator, Carolina Briones, this group has already hosted, taught or offered over 20 programs including workshops on financial literacy, Photoshop, poetry classes, GED in Spanish, a Latino Film festival, and a Spanish Literacy class.

Pictured to the left: Computer class in Spanish.
Financial Information

Snapshot of the Providence Community Library finances (unaudited) for fiscal year 2010-2011 (July 1, 2010 – June 30, 2011)

Resources: $4,767,583

Use of Resources: $4,767,583

“The Providence Public School Department is excited to be collaborating with PCL in preventing summer reading loss. As we at PPSD implement our new core English Language Arts curriculum and reading program, we will continue to work with PCL and PPSD librarians to support PCL’s efforts to build a robust summer literacy program for Providence youth. This is the beginning of a great partnership.”

— PAULA SHANNON, Acting Chief Academic Officer, Providence Public School District

New Your City was a large-scale participatory art project that took place in the Fox Point Library in April, 2011. Led by artist Mary Geisser, families, school groups, and community members of all ages collaborated to construct a city out of cardboard and recycled materials. New Your City contained infrastructure and buildings ranging from the practical to the fanciful, as well as an intricate highway system and even a working drawbridge. The project culminated with a neighborhood celebration and performance by the What Cheer Brigade. This project was funded in part by the Friends of Fox Point Library.

— ANN SCHATTLE, CHILDREN’S SPECIALIST, FOX POINT LIBRARY

Pictured left: What Cheer? Brigade performing to celebrate the completion of the project with more than 100 patrons. PHOTO COURTESY OF ALLISON MOWRIE
Providence Community Library SUPPORTERS

Providence Community Library wishes to thank these hundreds of donors who helped make our second year possible and successful (gifts made after July 1, 2010 - June 30, 2011):
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As the Commander of Providence Police District 7, I have two Providence Community Libraries in my area of responsibility, Smith Hill and Wanskuck. Each of these libraries plays an important civic and educational role in the communities they serve, and I thoroughly enjoy working closely with both the staff and residents who frequent them. While pursuing my own masters degree I spent many days at the Smith Hill Library and found the staff most accommodating.

—LIEUTENANT DANIEL GANNON, District 7 Commander

Books keep me off the streets... there really is another side of the fence!”

—WANSKUCK LIBRARY PATRON
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The Internet is the transport of knowledge and opportunity. Broadband RI is pleased to work with PCL staff to provide digital literacy training to our communities. Together we realize that increased broadband adoption is not just an enabler or economic development but it has the potential to dramatically transform communities.”

— SUART FREIMAN, Program Manager, Broadband RI (an initiative of the RI Economic Development Corporation)
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“A world without books is like a desert. If there is hope for peace in Providence, it is surely inseparable from a vibrant community that reads and uses our community libraries.”

—TENY GROSS, Executive Director, Institute for the Study & Practice of Nonviolence
Everyone in Providence has a library!